HOW TO REACH SAN SERVOLO ISLAND

The meeting will take place on the Island of San Servolo, 10 minutes by boat from Piazza San Marco.
You have several options to reach the meeting venue:
1) From San Marco Square
The n°20 vaporetto (public transport) connects the island with the city center. It departs from San
Zaccaria, the waterfront adjacent to Piazza San Marco. The landing dock for the n°20 vaporetto is
“San Zaccaria - Monumento”, in front of the "Londra Palace" Hotel.
Line 20 boat timetable

Seen that the following time table may change from 26 of May, you will find the most updated version
on the following link: http://actv.avmspa.it/it/content/orari-servizio-di-navigazione-0

Tickets for public boats
Tickets from S. Zaccaria to San Servolo cost € 5.00 one way (ferry ticket, only 1 stop).
A one-way ticket valid for 75 minutes on the entire vaporetto network costs €7.50.
You can buy also a 24hr, 48hr or weekly ticket based on the length of your stay.
Prices
24 hr - €20.00
48 hr - €30.00
72-hr - €40.00
7 days - €60.00
On the following link you can find the time table of Boat n° 4.1 and 5.1:
http://actv.avmspa.it/it/content/orari-servizio-di-navigazione-0
2) From Piazzale Roma
Take either Line n°4.1 or n°5.1 and get off at the San Zaccaria boat stop.
At San Zaccaria, change to Line n°20, which leaves from the "San Zaccaria - Monumento" boat
stop.
3) From the train station
Take either Line n°4.1 or n°5.1 and get off at the San Zaccaria boat stop.
At San Zaccaria, change to Line n°20, which leaves from the "San Zaccaria - Monumento" boat
stop.
4) From Marco Polo airport
There are several services that run from the airport to Venice:

- Collective water taxi (direct) Albatravel
A shared water-taxi service from Venice Marco Polo Airport to specific stops in the city centre, including
San Servolo.
Reservation required: we recommend 3 days in advance.
Departures from Marco Polo airport to Venice are from 9.15 am to 9.00 pm | Please refer to Albatravel
desk in the arrivals hall at Marco Polo airport
Departures from Venice to Marco Polo airport are from 6.30 am to 6.00 pm | Pick-up should be 2h1/2 to
3h before flight departure time.
The service is provided by Albatravel: Tel. +39 041 8876985| e- mail: platinum@albatravel.it | Office
hours: 9.00am to 5.30 pm Monday to Friday
- Collective water taxi (direct) Bucintoro
A shared water-taxi service from/to Venice Marco Polo Airport to/from specific stops in the city centre,
including San Servolo. Reservation required.
The service is run by Bucintoro Viaggi: Ph.+39-041-5210632 ext. 1; e-mail:
incoming@bucintoroviaggi.com
- Water (direct) and land Taxis (via Piazzale Roma)
You can take a private water taxi directly to your final destination (from the airport to San Servolo it
costs about €110.00). Alternatively you can take a land taxi to Piazzale Roma, and then follow
directions from Piazzale Roma.

- Alilaguna waterbus service (via city center)
This company offers a service that goes from the airport to Murano, the Lido, the Arsenale with a final
stop at San Marco.
Tickets cost €15.00 and can be purchased in the arrival hall of the airport, directly on board or online
(€13.00). The service runs from 6am until midnight.
For timetables and further information visit Alilaguna website.
Then follow directions from city center.
- ATVO buses (via Piazzale Roma)
These blue and yellow shuttle buses run from the airport to Piazzale Roma and they leave from in front
of the entrance of the departure hall. Tickets cost €8.00 one way, €15 return. Automatic ticket machines
can be found in the baggage hall, in the arrivals hall and outside the airport. The service runs from
4.20am to 1.20am and takes about 20 minutes to reach Venice. For timetables and further information
visit ATVO.
Then follow directions from Piazzale Roma.
- ACTV Public bus n°5 (via Piazzale Roma)
Bus line n°5 runs every half hour. The last stop is "Piazzale Roma". Tickets cost €8.00 and can be
purchased at the ACTV stand in the arrival hall. The service takes about 25 minutes to reach "Piazzale
Roma".
For timetables and further information visit ACTV.
Then follow directions from Piazzale Roma.

5) From Treviso airport
ATVO buses (via Piazzale Roma). Automatic ticket machines can be found in the baggage hall, in
the arrivals hall or buy your ticket on board. The service runs from 7.45am to 10.30pm and takes
about 50 minutes to reach Venice. For timetables and further information visit ATVO. €12 one
way, €22 return.
Then follow directions from Piazzale Roma.

6) Arriving by car
If you bring a car to Venice, you will have to pay for a garage or parking space during your stay.
The last points in Venice where you can leave your car are "Piazzale Roma" and "Tronchetto".
Parking at "Piazzale Roma" in the Municipal Garage costs approx. €24.00-29.00 for 24 hours, in
the private Garage San Marco (next door) it costs approx. €30.00 for 24 hours.
To reach the Tronchetto parking area, as you come into Venice, follow the signs and turn right
before "Piazzale Roma". Parking here costs approx. €21.00 for 24 hours.
You can reach Piazzale Roma from Tronchetto by the new People Mover.
Another solution is to park your car in front of the train station in Mestre. Parking in Mestre costs
much less (around € 5.00 - € 9.00 per day), and there are frequent trains and buses between
Mestre and Venice Piazzale Roma. Then follow the directions from Piazzale Roma and from the
train station to San Servolo.

